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About This Game

Disney The Lion King brings to life the majesty and mystery of Africa through the tale of Simba, a lion cub faced with the
challenging transition to maturity. Now, you too can be part of the adventure!

Driven into the wilderness by his evil uncle Scar, Simba finds salvation and Hakuna Matata with Pumbaa the warthog and
Timon the meerkat.

Tackle heinous hyenas in the elephant’s graveyard, avoid the trampling hooves of stampeding wildebeest as you battle through
10 levels to ensure Simba claims his rightful place as The Lion King.

●Join Simba through 10 levels on his journey from cub to king

●Enjoy adaptations and orchestrations from the award-winning soundtrack, including “I Just Can’t Wait to Be King” and
“Hakuna Matata”

●Jump, climb and fight your way through this adventure, collecting bugs along the way
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Okay game, but not worth the long and/or buggy loading screens.. As a fan of the original game, I saw this when it was on sale
and I thought for \u00a31.74 it should be worth it. Even after reading the reviews, I thought I couldn't be as bad as people said it
was. It's awful.

The star rating system seems okay at first, until you design a really cool system (for example on the button+lever light level near
the beginning, I had a pinball drop and be moved a bit with a magnet after it fell off, then punched upwards, all carefully
designed so it would fall on the button: 1 star). The star enocurages you to come up with a boring method that uses different
compontents, and as few pieces as possible. This does not push you towards an interesting method, but trial and error to try and
find the only way of getting 3 stars. The gears are a complete mystery to me. You start with enough to get all the hints and all the
levels. What's the point? If it's there for a score then it is a measure of how much time you had to repeatedly fail and try to guess
what it wants you to use.

Gameplay wise, I would disagree with the other reviews: I find the positioning of objects quite simple, however I do miss the
sections as there was in the original game. The controls do seem okay, but it would be nice to be able to know what things do
without placing them in, clicking a different button, then clicking on the item again. Surely a tool tip would be much more
sensible.

I have not tried the user made levels, nor the level editor, as I did not wish to waste any more of my time. If it is any good then it
may be a redeeming feature, however I believe that the overall system of rating would be even worse on user levels.

I would rate the game 1\/10. The game is awful, there are no options for graphics, or sound (other than enable\/disable), and the
replayability appears to be nil. I have not played past the first 10 levels as I became overwhelmingly bored. Even for fans of the
original game, or first time players, this game is not worth the bandwidth to download it. Do not get it even if it's free.

Tl;dr: Do not download this game under any circumstances. Everything about it is awful.. This game is full of stupid, in a good
way.. I found this game to be very dificult! that's all. Its not bad, it has a spooky atmosphere without taking the easy way out and
jump-scaring you. I give a I give 3 Spoopy \/ 5 Me -IGN. Hard but awesome, very excellent retro, played best with d-pad.
Catchy music, quick 100% achievements, and quite relaxing. Recommended only to achievement hunters and 5 year olds.
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- I am the fastest - said Gordon. This is a game you would call a "Pay-to-Play"
I mean, seriously! What kind of game makes you PAY REAL MONEY for ammunition?!!. I really wish I could give this game
a mixed review and not just a thumbs up or a thumbs down. It was certainly interesting, the plot was fun and the concept was
great.
However playing it often times felt tedious. The puzzles were often recycled and in the hiden picture scenes it could be almost
impossible to find hidden objects due to their color or location. The game clearly wanted you to use the magnifying glass the
provide you with to find those objects, but again it just seems tedious. I wish I could give this game a stronger recomendation
based on the plot alone, but the way the game ends on a huge cliff hanger with no sequal currently available prevents me from
doing so.
While I recomend this game if you are in to puzzle/hidden object games I'm glad I got it at the sale price instead of paying the
full $5. Contents of the game:

5 Mb game engine

500 mb epic communist music

Possibility of MAGA (Make Albania Great Again)

But seriously, demolish the bunkers first.

. -Quick Review-
Lords of the Realm is a strategy game developed by Impressions Games and released in 1994.
Normally I have more to say in the quick review section, but ultimate that's all there is to say about the game, the game
is older, it's a classic and fond memory to some, I my perspective comes from someone who played Lords of the Realm
2 and only recently had the opportunity to play Lords 1 and 3. Read on for a more analytical review.

-Detailed breakdown review-
Story: You there! Squire! What year is it? "The Year is 1268, sir!" Blimey, 1268. I dare say we've missed 1492 when
Columbus sailed the ocean blue, Sherman. "Whatever will we do Mr. Peabody? The WABAC machine never fails, you
say it all the time in your narrations!"
*Atratzu shakes himself* Excuse me, I've been watching too many 1959 Rocky and Bullwinkle show cartoons.

Lords of the Realm takes place in 1268, the king has died, and now everyone is scrambling to get their buttox into the
English royal throne. It's pretty much the same setting as Lords of the Realm 2.
It seems hardly fair to contrast Lords of the Realm to Lords of the Realm 2, because it's simply not in chronological
order. But alas, I will have many comparisons between the two games. In my reviews defense, Lords of the Realm 2 is
known much better then it's predecessor, so it will have value, but I still must confess and apologize for the
comparison, I feel guilty making it. (But if it helps you decide for or against a purchase, it's worth it.)
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=662121997

Gameplay: I would break the Gameplay down into two modes: Economic, and Armies. The Economic aspect of the
game comes down to food gathering\/maintaining\/growing, population increase, wealth from taxes, balancing
happiness, resource\/field rotation control, resource gathering and weapon production.
Armies can be summed up into "Medieval: Total War" styled control. It's the type of control where you select a whole
group of units, rather then individual commands to each unit. (Is there a name for that genre of combat? If so please let
me know!) at the whole combat section is fought in Real Time Strategy style.
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=662128552

The similarities between Lords of the Realm, and Lords of the Realm 2 is striking, I was actually able to figure out how to play,
based on my experience from Lords of the Realm 2 alone. Now a word of warning, Lords of the Realm is one of those 1990's
games which expect you to read the game manual that was packaged along with the game, so you know what all the buttons do. 
(It's crazy how tool tips make a HUGE difference in strategy games.)
A large potion of the game is spent trying to strengthen your counties, whereupon you raise an army, and then "conquer thy
neighbors". While playing Lords of the Realm I kept finding myself shouting "What!? I can do this here? Why didn't they keep that
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in the game for Lords of the Realm 2!?!"
My personal favorite feature is "Castle Customization". It blew, my, mind. Really some of these older games from the 1990's have
more customization features then new releases. True, to a greater or lessor extent it's colorful wrapping paper, but I love customizing
my stuff!

If You've played Lords of the Realm 2 with advanced Farming on, that's pretty much regular farming in Lords of the Realm.
Thankfully the crops are rotated for you, but you still need to remember not to over farm your lards, or else your crops won't be as
successful.

Additional note worthy elements I noticed while I played: Difficulty settings when you start the game. Naturally my first play
through I set the game to "please don't beat me up too bad". General lower graphical quality from Lords of the Realm 2 (which is
expected, I'm not knocking the game for it. It looks great for a 1994 game).

Achievements: There aren't any Steam Achievements for Lords of the Realm. (Are there any for older retro games? none of
the 1990 x-com games had steam achievements. It feels like someone just throws games at the steam wall. These games
deserve more love then that; thank god there are dedicated communities for them. *gets off soapbox*)
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=662126375

Price: Lords of the Realm is priced at $1.99. Atratzu's response to price: Yep. You could probably pick up pennies on
the street and be able to purchase this game. And you'll spend more then a few hours learning and refining the
strategies in the game. Let alone playing through the whole campaign could take many many more hours.

Conclusion: My review could swing either way, I could recommend Lords of the Realm, because it's a solid game, it
works, I played it, I love playing older games on my laptop which runs on potatoes. (So it's nice to have options to play
games on my other devices.
In the end, this game will only appeal to certain types of people. Chances are if you're looking at it, you're either
looking at what came before Lords of the Realm 2, or you originally played this game a long time ago and seeing if
some punk is butchering it in the review section.
I suggest this game to anyone who enjoys Strategy games, and doesn't mind playing older games with older graphics.
As always, thanks for reading my review, and stay tuned for my review for Lords of the Realm 3!

Here's the URL to see my review for Lords of the Realm 2
Here's the URL to see my review for Lords of the Realm 3 - COMING SOON. A great classical point & click game that
innovates just enough to feel fresh without losing that classical point & click feel.
Highly recommended game for anyone interested in a great narrative sci-fi experience!
. I was really iffy about getting this game at first, but when i finally got around to doing it i was glad i did. Lots of play value, i
am about 5 hours in and i am not even half way done yet. lots of unique platformering aspects that are involved with the
switching of characters to solve a puzzle which is really refreshing. I'm not gonna go in depth or make you listen to me ramble,
but to put it simply this game is unique, challenging, longlasting, and most importantly fun! I for sure recommend this to anyone
who likes platformers.
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